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ABSTRACT 
Unlike coii\~entionaI  Inyered scalahle video coding. leaky predic- 
tion  layered video codiitp (LPLC) in~roduccs  a  leaky  factor  CY. 
which takes on values in the range between 0 and I. lo  partially 
include the enhnnccnient  layer in the motion conipensatio~i  loop. 
hence ohtaiiiinp it  Ir;l&-off  hetween  coding efficiency  and error 
resilience pcrfominnce.  In this papa. we use qu;uitization  noise 
modeling Io Iheorclically analyze the rille dislortion perfomlance 
of LPLC. An allcmative block di.?pr;ini ofLPLC is first developecl 
which significantly simplifies the theoretical aiidysis. Closed form 
expressions. as a function of the leaky factor, are derived for two 
scenarios. where drift error occurs in the enhanccnienl layer and 
no drift occurs withiit the niotioit compensation loop. Theoretical 
results are evaluated with respect lo the leaky factor. showing that 
a leaky factor of 0.4-0.6 is a good choice in lerms of  lhe overall 
rate distortion performance of LPLC. 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
Due lo the potential  incompleteness or loss of the enhancement 
layer.  traditional layered coding usually  does not incorporate the 
enhancement layer in motion compensdled prediction (MCP). This 
is done to  prevent drift a1 the decoder.  Leaky prediction layered 
video coding (LPLC) allows part of the enhancement layer lo be 
used in the MCP to iniprove the coding efficiency while mainlain- 
ing graceful"ror  resilience  performance [I].  The enhancement 
layer is allowed to "leak"  or be partially used by  the MCP. The 
amount of  leak is controlled by  a leaky factor between  0 and 1. 
Theoretical analysis of MCP based video coding which wa  de- 
rived from rate distortion  theory was preseiited in [2].  In [3], rate 
distortion analysis of non-scalable video coding using leaky pre- 
diction was discussed by modeling the video signal as a first-order 
Markov model. The rale distortion analysis of tradilional layered 
video coding is described in  [4] and [5], and the nte dislortion 
analysis of LPLC is addressed in  [6]. In this paper,  we present 
a different approach to analyze the rate distortion performance of 
LPLC by using quantization noise modeling proposed in [7]. 
2.  LEAKY PREDICTION LAYERED VIDEO CODING 
As  shown  in  Fig.  I. unlike conventional  layered coding stmc- 
ture.  LPLC inlroduces a second MCP step  in  the enhancement 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of LPLC 
layer using the sanie motion vectors as the hac  layer, and buffers 
a(s:(t) -  si(t)) +  sb(t) as  the reference for the encoding of 
the video frame at time  t + At.  Equivalently.  a  linear canibi- 
nation of  the two  recollst~cted  frames {s:}  and {si}, namely 
ns:(t) + (1 -  a)sb(t).  is utilized as the reference.  We  dehe 
the mismatch signal, {+),as  the difference between the MCP er- 
ror signal in the enhancement layer, {e.}. and the encoded MCP 
error signal in the base layer, {e;}. {$) is coded and carried by 
the enhancement layer. 
In Fig.  I, we use the optimum fonvard channel to model  the 
encoding process of a 20  image signal [SI.  Using this model, a 
2D image is encoded at the rate distortion bound if the 2D image 
is assumed to be a Gaussiin slalionary random signal.  Hb(n)' 
is a 3D filter combining both motion compensationopention and 
spatial filtering for the MCP step in the base layer, while H,(R) 
is for the enhancement layer(Q h (wz,w,, w,) P (  ,U&))  [2]. It 
is shown in 121  that the optimal spatial filler can he approximated 
by Fop( )=P'(  ), where P(  ) denotes the characteristic func- 
lion of the estimaled motion vector emr (Ad,,  Ad,).  Hence if 
the same spatial filter, namely F(  ), is used, the 3D filters in both 
layers become identical and will be refemd to as H(n)  hereafter. 
Let &(t) = eb(t) -  e;(t), the residue signal between  the MCP 
error signal in the base layer and its quantized version.  It can be 
shown that the mismatch  signal {$} as  a function of {&} and 
In.}  has exactly the same formulation as thal of {eb} as a func- 
tion of {s} and {nb}, except that aH(n)  serves as the 3D filler 
161. Thus, we obtain an alternative diagram for LPLC as in Fig. 2, 
which is more menable to our theoretical analysis. 
~~  ~~ 
lStrictly speaking,  the Foufirr transfom of  a random  signal does not 
exist. We use this concept for the sake  of simpler notation. Noie that this 
does not affect the final Uleoretical results. 
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Fig. 2. Allemilivc block diagram of LPLC 
3.  RATE VISTOKTION ANALYSIS OF  LYLC 
3.1.  Quanliztion Noise Modeling Cor  2V Image Coding 
Given a 2D iniapc {s).  we niodel the quantization noise {q}  ;is ;in 
additive iodependeiit sigiil whose variance is 
(1) 
c2  a?,  -PR, 
’I-  .l  3 
where U:  denotes the variiuice of the original signal,  denotcs the 
parameter related to the 2D imnpe codinp efficiency. aid R, is the 
data rate ill unit of bitdpixel used to encode {s}  [7]. 
3.2.  Rate Distiirliun  Analysis of  LPLC Using  Quantization 
Noire Modeling 
Here we use the quantization noise model given by (1) for the 2D 
image coding. This is different than the optimum forward channel 
model we used in [6].  We specify three types of data rates: the data 
rate used by the base layer, Rb,  the minimum data rate used by both 
layen. Re,,in.  and the maximum data rate used by  both layers, 
K,,,,,,  whichsntisfy Rb<R, ,,,,  im<Re,--.  Wedeiine anMCP 
rate as the data rate that is incorponled in the MCP step. Thus Ra 
is the MCP rate in the base layer. and (Re+” -  Rb) the MCP rate 
in the enhancement layer. Two scenarios are considered  with and 
without drift in the enhancement layer. We assume no drift in the 
base layer for both scenarios.  If the decoded data rate is denoted 
as  the above two scenarios correspond to the circumstances 
where Rb5RL.k < Re,m!n  and Re.,in5R,,&.5R,,,,  respec- 
tively. 
3.2.1.  i’he Rare Distortion Aincrion  for rhe Buse Layer 
The block diagram of LPLC without drift is shown in Fig. 3.  We 
have e; = eb +  qb. where  {qb) denotes the quantization noise in 
the base layer with variance as 
II 
(2) 
where U:,  denotes the ~~ri~ce  of {eb). Let  ) denote the 
2D power spectral density (PSD) of {e(,}.  Similar to [2], we derive 
2  2  -OR, 
=ue,2  2 
@=,=,(  1  =  @sa(  1 [I -2Re{F(  )P( ))+IF( )IZ] 
+QP,,,,(  )IF( )I2!  (3) 
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of LPK  for the EL without dnrt 
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Fmni Fig. 3. the reconstruction  ermr of the base layer is I‘b = 
sb -  s = e; -  et,  =  qb. Hence the distortion of the base layer in 
the mean square emr  (MSE) sense is 
D~(R(,)  =  Varjrb}  =  U’  -  B  ,%* 
qb -  2QR, - ,  = G.  (8) 
The signal-to-noise-ratio  (SNR) of the base layer in dB is 
3.2.2.  The Rare Disronion Function  for the Enhancement Layer 
Scenario 1: The enhancement layer of LPLC is decoded above the 
As shown in Fig. 3.  the enhancement  layer in LPLC encodes 
{ab}, where ib  =  s-sb  =  eb-e;  =  -qb.  The misniatchsignal is 
d=db-e^~,whichisquantizedt~{~’},where~’=~+q,,,~.. 
{qC,-in}  denotes the quantization noise in the enhancement  layer 
within the MCP Imp, whose variance is 
I  MCP rate, namely Re,mio5Re,k5Re,,,,ax. 
where U$ denotes the variance of {+). Similar to (3).  we derive 
the 2D PSD of the mismatch signal as 
where ass(  ) and QPpbq,(  ) denote the 2D PSD of {s}  and {qb} 
respectively, and Re{  ) denotes the real part of a complex func- 
tion. If all the quantization noise is assumed to be white, we have 
@w(  1  =  *qbqb(  ) [I -  2aWF( )P( )I +a21F(  )I2] 
+a2*%mj”%,mt”(  )IF(  )I2?  (11) 
802 andassume the PSD of {qe  ,,,,  i,,)  as ~TJ~~,~~  ,,,, E .n,i,, (  ) = of, ,,,,in. 
and 
where F:,  is obtained by  (5). ,  by  (7). ood 
At the encoder in Pig. 3.  {Zb)  is reconstructed as (I.;}.  At  the 
decoder. since no drift occurs in the enh;incenient layer. ui iden- 
tical MCP step is included and hence ihe smie MCP signal {&,) 
attained.  To  recomtmct  {ir). however. ;I  different qu;uitiz;ilion 
procedure might he used. where the quantimtion noise is 
with variiuice as 
where  CT;, is  piveil  hy  (12).  Note  that  c~~~,~~(”<fl~~,~~,,  since 
Re,kZRe,r37~,,.  This results in a second quantized versioii of  the 
niisniatch signal. .$‘‘ = $ +  qe,drc. aid {&} is reconstructed as 
Z6 = i”  f  ds. The decoded video signal from both layers is then 
ohiained as ,s:  =  sb +- ii. 
The reconstruction  error of the enhancement  layer is r:  = 
s:-s  = (sl,-si)+(sb-~)  =Er+).*.  SincedC-Er  =  $,’’-+  = 
qe,&c,  wehaver,  =  er+q,,&+rr  =  -qr+qe,w+qb  =  qe,ds. 
Hence the distortion of  the enhancement layer in the MSE sense. 
as a function ofthc three types of data rates we specified. is 
I 
D:(R~,  i~,,,,~~,  RL)  = ~’ar{~f}  =  U:,,,  (f)noZ(I) 
The SNR of the enhancement layer in dB then is 
SNR!(R~,R,,,~.,R:,,,)  = ioiog,,  .  (17)  ( “:  ) 
Scencrrio ll  The enhancement layer of LPLC is decoded be- 
low the MCP rate, namely RbSR&  < Re,,,,in. 
As  shown  in  Fig. 4,  since  drift occurs to the enhancement 
layer, the signal applied to  the MCP loop a1 the decoder is no 
longer the  same as  that a1  the encoder.  The rewnstruclion  er- 
ror of the enhancement layer is r:’  =  s:  -  s  =  E:  + qb. 
We have  E:  = +“ih;  = -4s  + qc.min + AqE.k*h2,  where 
Aq..&q,,~  -  qe,,,,in.  {*) denotes the convolution operation, 
and h:  is the  inverse Fourier  transform of  H,“(n) a  1/(1 - 
aH(n)).  Thus we haver:‘  =  q 
Under the assumptions that uniform embedded quantization 
operations are used in the enhancement layer, and drift OEUN  as a 
result of the truncation to the bitstream of he  enhnncement layer. 
the white signals {qe,,in)  and {Aqe,da} are approximately unwr- 
related with each other, and the variance of {Ape,,)  is approxi- 
mately as 
+  AqC,&*h;. 
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of 1.PI.C  for the EI. with drift 
Using the results in [41 iuid [cil. we have V(8r {r!‘}  ns 
4.  RATE DISTORTION PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
OF LPLC 
Similar lo [21 and [4], we model the 2D PSD of the  input video 
signal a..(  ) as 
otherwise 
(23) 
where fsz and fsu  denote the sampling frequencies when {s) is 
spatially sampledat the Nyquist rate, andwo =  = a.  We 
model the characteristic function of the  estimated motion vector 
emr  as 
.id  -  -exp  --(w:+w;)  dd  , (24) 
2 
P(  ) = exp -- 
2 
(1‘) -  2  UZ,.,  =  o:<,*=  ,J.k.”V”,  (I8)  where ohd denotes the  variance of  ihe estimated motion  vector 
error.  We  chose oid  = 0.041  f?=. As shown in Fig. 5. we eval- 
gq*,&  2  (I1) =  ,$-P(R:,~&-R~.  uate the rate distortion performance of LPLC with respect to the 
where 
(19) 
803 = 0.98 
=U9 
~  J 
I  2  3  4 
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Fig. 5. Ilv:iluation  of riite distortioii perfomimcc of I.PI.C 
Icnky  factor o  accordin:  10 the closed forms we derived for the 
two scenarios of  LPLC in Section 3.2.  Note that in both (16) md 
(21). we chose F(  ) lo he Ihc  optimal spatial filter Fop,( ). i.e., 
F(  ) = P’(  ). 
Results of Scenrrn’o Ifor 1.I’I.C  are shown  iii  solid lines in 
Fip. 5. where the enhancement layer (denoted as EL in the fipure) 
does not surfer from drift in LPLC. From (16) and (17). we notice 
that  when Rb  and Re,8m~c3  as well  as  the  leaky  fzctor are fixed, 
SNKL linearly increases with R&  We then let RL,h  = 
in (16). i.e.’. E6 = Et. and vary R,,,,i,  between Rb  and Re  ,,,,= x, as 
described by the solid lines in Fig. 5. We derive the optimal leaky 
factor to niininiize DL  as follows 
whereY  ~  2P(R.,,i.-Ra)  . N  ote that mop is a function of the MCP 
rate in the enhancement layer. namely R,,;, -  Rb. When Re,,;” 
is sufficiently large. LPLC achieves betterperformance in the rate 
distortion sense with increasing leaky factor. A larger leaky factor 
results in a better decoded quality a1 the sanie data rate.  For ex- 
ample. when  = 5 bits/pixel,  SNR;  obtains a gain of 3dB 
by increasing o from 0 to 0.4, or from 0.4 to 0.9.  It is interest- 
ing to notice that when the enhancement layer MCP rate is small. 
a,  will be far smaller than  1, implying that a larger leaky factor 
might yield a less efficient codec. especially when the leaky factor 
is close to 1. We believe this conforms with the operational results 
we presented in [9]. 
Results of Scenario IIfor LPLC are shown by dotted lines in 
Fig. 5,  where the enhancement layer suffers from data rate trun- 
cation.  We fix  = 4.0 while vary R&  between Rb  and 
Rc,,in  according to (21) and (22). It is observed that larger leaky 
factors yield a larger drop in the rate distortion performance when 
drift occurs in the enhancement layer, which conforms well with 
the published operational results. In our closed form expressions, 
the term  9 in (21) stands for the effect of emr  propagation when 
drift occurs.  When o approaches  1,  we have  2  >>  1.  Since 
R:L  <  Re,,;“, the  term  (Z8(Rc,mi”-R%)  - 1)  in  (21) 
greatly amplifies the distortion with laro,er leaky factors. 
We also evaluated our closed-form expressions with different 
choices for the parameter 0  and the three data rates.  We  varied 0 
between 0.8 and 1.5 as suggested in  171.  and the hase layer hta 
nte Rb  between 0.05 and 1.0. These rate distortion curves present 
siniikr perfomlance as in Fig. 5. We observe that a leaky factor of 
0.4-0.6 is a good choice in balancing error resilicnce performance 
;uid codirig efficiency for LPLC. 
S.  CONCLIJSIONS 
In  this p;q>er. we dcrived the  rate  distortion functions for LI’LC 
in closed form. using m alteniatiw block diagram of LPLC and a 
l]uJlltklliOli noise model. Two scenarios are considered, where the 
enhancenient layer stays intact at the decoder or suffers from error 
drift. The theoretical analysis demonstrates that the mte distortion 
QCrf~~iaiice  of LPLC is closely ~lalcd  to the choice of the leaky 
fxctor. which agrees with the oper;ilionnl results published in the 
literature.  A leaky factor between 0.4 and 0.6 is  shown to he  a 
good choice. 
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